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WHEN DEPTH MATTERS
CF77 DELIVERS!

Easy operation

Deeper search

Metal discrimination with 3 different sounds

Excellent performance in high mineralized soils

Ergonomic design

Fast target detection

Iron rejection feature

Long battery life 
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EASY OPERATION & 
ERGONOMIC DESIGN
CF77 is a user friendly metal detector that does not tire 
the user in long searches thanks to its functional structure, 
ease of operation and ergonomic design, that saves time 
by eliminating extra settings and that refers to all medium 
and professional users. 

CF77 has 3 different light, water resistant D-D coils with 
23 cm – 28 cm and 45 cm dimensions providing easy 
movement ability in narrow areas that penetrates in all kinds 
of soils. Thus, it allows you to carry out your searches 
without having any problem by selecting the appropriate 
head for rocky areas, intense mineral grounds, tillages, 
beaches and fields with waste metal.  It also provides faster beaches and fields with waste metal.  It also provides faster 
and deeper searches with the larger head in large areas. 

SEARCH COILS

CF77 lets you reach the depths that you can never 
reach with other detectors in this category with 
depth, determination and stable search features.  
With all these features, CF77 provides you with 
new exploration areas by detecting the undiscovered 
areas searched with other devices. 

DEEPER SEARCHES  & 
FAST TARGET DETECTION

METAL DISCRIMINATION WITH 3 
DIFFERENT SOUNDS
CF77 can reach incredible depths without metal discrimination; 
on the other hand it may prevent you from unnecessary digging 
by helping you discriminate the non-ferrous, gold and ferrous type 
metals with 3 different sounds thanks to its great metal 
discrimination feature. 

CF77 gives you the chance of 
non-discrimination and maximum
depth exploration in MODE 1 and 
eliminates the target detection 
difficulty that is encountered in 
high mineralized soils and allows 
you enjoyable and smooth searches you enjoyable and smooth searches 
by providing discrimination and 
stable exploration in MODE 2. 

SEARCH MODES
CF77 provides you with comfortable 
searches by eliminating the battery problem 
with 8 AA Alkaline batteries that offer the 
opportunity of 25-30 hours of exploration 
and lets you complete your exploration. 

LONG BATTERY LIFE 

CF77 makes sure that you do not hear the iron sound received from 
the soil in high mineralized areas thanks to its iron audio on/off feature 
and at the same time it gives you the opportunity to detect only the 
non-ferrous metals by turning ferrous metal sounds off completely.

IRON AUDIO

CF77 lets you easily detect gold, single coins, jewelry, ruins 
and other tiny objects in areas you have not worked before by 
providing the opportunity of stable and deep search even in 
difficult ground conditions in contrast to many detectors.  

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE 
IN HIGH MINERALIZED SOILS



Col Type

Operaton System

Frequency

Metal Detecton

Ground Settng

Headphone Output

HandsetHandset

Run Tme

Weght

C23 Coil
(Pro Package)
23 cm (9“)

465 gr

C28 Coil
(Standard Package)

28 cm (11”)

560 gr

C45 Coil
(Pro Package)
39x45 cm (15x17.5”)

850 gr

DD Coil

VLF

17.5 kHz

Sound

Manual

1/4’’ Mono

122 - 146 cm122 - 146 cm

30 Hours Max.

1,050 gr

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SEARCH COILS

INBOX CONTENT
Carrier Bag Battery Box Cover HeadphoneBattery Box

Makro Detector reserves the right to change the design, specifications or accessories without notice and without any obligation or liability whatsoever.

Battery and coil is excluded

The device is delivered with 8 pieces 
of AA Alkaline batteries. 




